Choose one character from our current unit of study as the owner of the cell phone pictured below. Use your knowledge of the character’s interests, mindset, and actions to determine the contents of the device. When answering the provided prompts, be sure your answers are written in complete sentences and are paired with text-based support.

**WALLPAPER**
Sketch the character’s cell phone wallpaper with colored pencils. Then, using text-based support, explain why this image choice would appeal to this character by including an excerpt from the text in your explanation.

**TEXT MESSAGES**
This character just received two text messages. Thinking back to the contents of the novel, explain which character(s) just sent messages to this phone. Don’t forget to include the actual message and your character’s response as well as a citation from the novel that supports the contents of the provided texts and motif for their obtainment.

**PLAYLIST**
Write three song titles with artists’ names that would likely be on this character’s iTunes playlist. Be sure to explain your reasoning as to why these three songs would appeal to this designated character with text-based support.

**APPS**
Name and accurately illustrate 5 – 7 apps your designated character would likely have used on a regular basis. Be sure to thoroughly explain the reasoning behind your selection with text-based support.

**CREATE YOUR OWN RESPONSE CATEGORY**
Based on your personal exposure to cell phone technology, design your own response category in which you take into consideration the knowledge of your chosen character and the features of the device you feel they would most likely use on a consistent basis. Be sure to not only complete your response category in complete sentences with text-based support, but also include the directions for the prompt so that one of your classmates could easily complete the task.
WALLPAPER

Sketch the character’s cell phone wallpaper with colored pencils. Then, using text-based support, explain why this image choice would appeal to this character by including an excerpt from the text in your explanation.
This character just received two text messages. Thinking back to the contents of the novel, explain which character(s) just sent messages to this phone. Don’t forget to include the actual message and your character’s response as well as a citation from the novel that supports the contents of the provided texts and motif for their obtainment.

Your character's response:

Your character’s response:
________________________________’s PLAYLIST

Write three song titles with artists’ names that would likely be on this character’s iTunes playlist. Be sure to explain your reasoning as to why these three songs would appeal to this designated character with text-based support.

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
SONG #1: ______________________________________ Artist: ________________________

Reason for Selection: ____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Text – based Support: _____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Page #: _____

SONG #2: ______________________________________ Artist: ________________________

Reason for Selection: ____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Text – based Support: _____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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SONG #3: ___________________________________________ Artist: ____________________________

Reason for Selection: ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Text-based Support: ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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Name and accurately illustrate 5 – 7 apps your designated character would likely have used on a regular basis. Be sure to thoroughly explain the reasoning behind your selection with text-based support.
APPLICATION #1: ____________________________________________________________

Reason for Selection: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Text-based Support: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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APPLICATION #2: ____________________________________________________________

Reason for Selection: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Text-based Support: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________
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APPLICATION #3: __________________________________________________________

Reason for Selection: ______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Text – based Support: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION #4: __________________________________________________________

Reason for Selection: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Text – based Support: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION #5: ____________________________________________________________

Reason for Selection: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________

Text – based Support: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
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APPLICATION #6: ____________________________________________________________

Reason for Selection: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Text – based Support: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
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APPLICATION #7: ____________________________________________________________

Reason for Selection: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Text-based Support: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Page #: ______
CREATE YOUR OWN RESPONSE CATEGORY

Based on your personal exposure to cell phone technology, design your own response category in which you take into consideration the knowledge of your chosen character and the features of the device you feel they would most likely use on a consistent basis. Be sure to not only complete your response category in complete sentences with text-based support, but also include the directions for the prompt so that one of your classmates could easily complete the task.

DIRECTIONS: _____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

STUDENT RESPONSE